Application of Numerical Problem Solving in Chemical Engineering Coursework

Presenters: Robert P. Hesketh, Rowan University; Michael B. Cutlip, University of Connecticut

Offered: Wednesday 9:30 am-noon, Thursday 9:30 am-noon

This workshop will provide hands-on experience in the use of interactive problem solving software to
participants. Emphasis will be placed on the application of PolyMath 6 for PCs and a new version of
PolyMathLite 1.1 for Android Smartphones and Tablets. The workshop presenters will give multiple examples
of how numerical problem solving can be integrated into common chemical engineering courses. Participants
will be encouraged to integrate numerical methods into their courses so that their students will understand
and appreciate the types of problems and efficiencies that solutions using numerical methods can bring to
problem solving and modeling of chemical systems. The PolyMath 6 and revised PolyMathLite 1.1 software
will be provided to all the participants for this workshop and future use for a full calendar year at no cost. This
software is provided by the CACHE Corporation and PolyMath Software. Participants will be required to bring
a laptop with the ability to run Windows software.

ASEE Chemical Engineering Division Summer School Workshop - 2017

Application of Numerical Problem Solving in CHEG Coursework
Robert P. Hesketh, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ 08028
Michael B. Cutlip, Dept. of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-3222

Goals: This workshop will provide hands-on experience in the use of interactive problem solving software to
participants. Emphasis will be placed on the application of PolyMath 6 for PCs and a new version of
PolyMathLite 1.1 for Android Smartphones and Tablets. Participants will be encouraged to integrate numerical
methods into their courses so that their students will understand and appreciate the types of problems and
efficiencies that solutions using numerical methods can bring to problem solving and modeling of chemical
systems.
Scope and Content: The workshop presenters will give multiple examples of how numerical problem solving
can be integrated into common chemical engineering courses. The PolyMath 6 and revised PolyMathLite 1.1
software will be provided to all the participants for this workshop and future use for a full calendar year at no
cost. This software is provided by the CACHE Corporation and PolyMath Software. Participants will be required
to bring a laptop with the ability to run Windows software. The software will be provided as individual copies
for student use on their own computers or through local networks that can be accessed by students. Note that
many CHEG departments have existing site licenses for PolyMath for Windows OS and for PolyMathLite for
Android OS. As for future access, inexpensive educational pricing of the network versions or the individual
educational copies will provide the Windows and Android software to the students.
Method of Delivery: Overviews and demonstrations of the PolyMath 6 for PCs and the new PolyMathLite 1.1
for Android Smartphones and Tablets will be presented as the participants will tackle problems with guidance
from the instructors. This hands-on problem solving workshop will encourage participants to solve some
typical problems on their own using their laptop PCs or Android Phones/Tablets. Problems will require the
solution of simultaneous linear equations, simultaneous nonlinear equations, simultaneous differential
equations as well as data analysis and regression. The instructors and other knowledgeable volunteers will
circulate through the workshop participants to assist with any difficulties and answer individual questions.
Example problems requiring numerical solutions will be provided from main subject areas of CHEG. These
will include basic calculations, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, mass transfer, chemical
reaction engineering, phase equilibria, distillation, process dynamics and control, and biochemical engineering.
Throughout the problem solving exercises, the workshop participants will experience the ease of solving
these complex problems using PolyMath software; either using PolyMath 6 and PolyMathLite 1.1. The ease in
solving complex problems is based on the following attributes:
1) The intuitive interface is probably the easiest-to-use general problem solving software currently available
2) There is complete interchangeability of the problem code between PolyMath 7 and PolyMathLite 1.1 in
both directions. The code developed in one package will execute on the other package without changes.
3) No command language or other details to remember - exceptional HELP always available
4) Problem entry mimics mathematical equations so entry into software is very easy
5) New full-screen color-coded editor speeds problem entry or modification
6) Variable names are selected by the user with upper and lower cases distinguished
7) Easy and intuitive equation entry (differential equations, nonlinear equations, etc.)
8) Software identifies undefined variables as a MAJOR AID to problem entry
9) Errors in problem entry are identified and syntax errors must be correct to enable solution
10) Problem code is automatically ordered on execution and problem equations may be entered in any order
11) A MATLAB m-file is automatically generated in the PolyMath report output. This m-file can be directly
imported and used in MATLAB.
12) Graphical output of the solution can be automatically generated and then easily exported to other
documents or saved as files
13) The PolyMath Report contains the complete solution for the problem and aids in the student dissemination
and documentation for a homework problem.

14) Related technical papers and problem libraries available from the PolyMath web site
15) Friendly and efficient support is provided that often comes directly from the authors

Take Home Materials: In addition to a copy of the POLYMATH software, a flash drive will be provided to each
participant that will contain the workshop materials, handouts, references and computer files. A special
website will be created for use during the workshop and this will be made available to participants and to all
summer school attendees that can be accessed when they return home.
Presenter(s):
Robert P. Hesketh is a Professor of Chemical Engineering at Rowan University. He received his B.S. in 1982
from the University of Illinois and his Ph.D. from the University of Delaware in 1987. Robert's research is in
reaction engineering, novel separations including supercritical fluids, crystallization and ultrafiltration, green
engineering, and the chemistry of gaseous pollutant formation and destruction related to combustion
processes. Robert has received over 4.4 million in external funding for educational and technical research
projects. Robert has presented his educational innovations in international and national meetings and
workshops including the 2002 and 1997 ASEE ChE Summer Schools. Robert's dedication to teaching has been
rewarded by receiving several educational awards including the 2006 Chester F. Carlson, 2002 Robert G. Quinn
Award, 1999 Ray W. Fahien Award.
Michael B. Cutlip is an Emeritus Professor within the Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Department at
the University of Connecticut and has served as department head and director of the university’s Honors
Program. He has B. Ch. E. and M. S. degrees from Ohio State and a Ph. D. from the University of Colorado. He
has been the Chair and National Program Chair for the ASEE Chemical Engineering Division plus he co-chaired
the ASEE Summer School for Chemical Engineering faculty in 2002. His current interests include the
development of general software for numerical problem solving and application to chemical and biochemical
engineering. Dr. Cutlip is also managing director of Polymath Software that develops and provides problem
solving software to higher educational institutions and to individual professional and academics users.
Timing: The workshop requires a time slot that consists of two hours, but it would be preferable to have a
single time slot of 2.5 hours. The time slot should not be broken up as the presenters and attendees need to
set up their computers and attach any needed power supplies.
Specific Logistical Needs: The workshop will be held in a classroom with computer-friendly tiered seating.
Electrical power will be readily available for keeping computers charged. Projection of the presenter's
computer screen and other workshop materials will clearly indicate the materials under discussion. There
should be WI-FI available in the classroom so that internet sites can be easily accessed by the presenter and
the participants.
Additional Review Materials: A demonstration of the type of website that will be created for the new
PolyMath 6 and the PolyMathLite 1.1 is available from the link:
polymath-software.com/problemsolvingworkshop.
This website was created for the African Engineering Educational Association Workshop and a similar site will
be created and updated for the Summer School. It will feature the new PolyMath 7 for PCs and the
PolyMathLite 1.1 for Android Smartphones and Tablets (available from Google Play Store). In preparation for
reviewing this Workshop site, please make sure that the latest free Adobe Acrobat Reader DC is installed as
the default Acrobat Reader software in your PC.
The following links are to a related book and recent paper:
Problem Solving in Chemical and Biochemical Engineering with POLYMATH, Excel, and MATLAB, 2nd Edition
Enabling Extensive Numerical Problem Solving on Smartphones and Tablets

Schedule of Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Overview of Workshop
Load POLYMATH Program or go to Hands on Topic 1
Hands on Topic 1: Introduction to Polymath and its Error Codes.docx
Integration of numerical methods in ChE Courses
Capabilities of POLYMATH (PC and Android devices)
Hands on Topic 2: Examples of Problems from ChE courses

ChE Course
Fluids

Advanced Fluids

Problem Name
Unsteady-state tank drainage using a
siphon tube (similar to POLYMATH text
8.14)
C&S8-14soln.pdf
Calculations involving Friction Factors for
Flow in Pipes (POLYMATH Text 8.7) and
pipeflow homework
frictionfactorcalcsoln.pdf
Excel Tutorial Solver Add-Ins rev4.pdf
Siphon Experiment
Siphon Calcs & graphs.xlsx
siphon.pol
NonNewtonian fluid flow through a pipe
(POLYMATH Text 8.2c)
NonNewtonian C&S 8.2 solutions &
comsol.pdf
NonNewtonian fluid flow through an
annulus (POLYMATH Text 8.4)
NonNewtonian C&S8.4 polymath&comsol &
3.8-8 solutions 2017.pdf

Numerical Method Illustrated
Solution of an first order ordinary
differential equation (DEQ)

Equations
𝑑ℎ 𝑇
𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑓(ℎ 𝑇 )

Solution of a system of simultaneous
nonlinear algebraic equations (NLE)

∆𝑃
𝜌𝑣 2
= 2𝑓𝐹
∆𝐿
𝐷
𝑓𝐹 = 𝑓(𝜀 ⁄𝐷 , 𝑅𝑒)
𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑣𝐷 ⁄𝜇

Solution of 2 simultaneous first order
ordinary differential equations with split
boundary value conditions and
comparison with solution using COMSOL
which is an advanced finite element
program

𝑑(𝑟𝜏𝑟𝑥 )
𝑑𝑃
=−
𝑟
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑥

𝜏𝑟𝑥 = −𝐾 (

𝑑𝜐𝑥
𝑑𝜐𝑥 (𝑛−1)
) (|
|)
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑟

ChE Course
Mass Transfer or
Separations

Reaction
Engineering

Heat Transfer

Distillation or
Separations

Problem Name
Slow Sublimation of a solid Sphere
(POLYMATH Text 10.3)
C&S10-3 solution.pdf

Numerical Method Illustrated
Solution of multiple ODE’s with split
boundary conditions

Gas Absorption Column
(Geankoplis Example 10.7-1)
concentratedSO2Ex10.7-1Solution.pdf

Solution of multiple ODE’s with split
boundary conditions

Catalytic Packed Bed
CREFoglerElements11-8.pdf

Solution of multiple ODE’s for mole,
energy, and momentum balances

Determination of rate expressions for a
catalytic reaction (POLYMATH text 11.16)
C&S11.16 soln.pdf
Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations in
Chemical Kinetics (POLYMATH text 6.2)
Unsteady-state cooling of a sphere
(POLYMATH Text 9.13)
C&S9-13CoolingSphereSoln.pdf both
POLYMATH & Comsol Solutions

Example of the nonlinear regression of
data with LHHW reaction rate

Batch Distillation of a benzene-toluene or
water-Ethanol Mixture (POLYMATH text 6.7
and 12.10)
C&S6-7BatchDistillationSolution.pdf

Equations
𝑑(𝑟 2 𝑁𝐴 )
=0
𝑑𝑟

𝑁𝐴 = −

Solution of a stiff system of simultaneous
ordinary differential eqauations.
Application of the numerical method of
lines to solve a partial differential equation
that involves the solution of simultaneous
ordinary differential equations and explicit
algebraic equations.
Solution of a differential-algebraic system
of equations using the controlled
integration technique or differentiated
bubble point equation.

𝐶𝑇 𝔇𝐴𝐵 𝑑𝑦𝐴
(1 − 𝑦𝐴 ) 𝑑𝑟

𝑑(𝐺𝑦)
= −𝐾𝑦 𝑎𝐴𝑐 (𝑦 − 𝑦 ∗ )
𝑑𝑧
𝑑(𝐿𝑥)
= −𝐾𝑦 𝑎𝐴𝑐 (𝑦 − 𝑦 ∗)
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝐹𝑖
= −𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝑇 𝑈𝑎(𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇)⁄𝜌𝑏 + Δ𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛 𝑟𝐴
=
∑ 𝐹𝑖 𝐶𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝑃
𝜌0
= − 𝛽0
𝑑𝑊
𝜌
−𝑘𝐾𝐴 𝑝𝐴
𝑟𝐴 =
1 + 𝐾𝐴 𝑝𝐴 + 𝐾𝐵 𝑝𝐵
Problem by Gear (1969)
𝜕𝑇
1 𝜕
𝜕𝑇
= 2
(𝑘𝑟 2 )
𝜕𝑡 𝑟 𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑟

𝑑𝑛1
= −𝑛̇ 1 = 𝑛̇ 𝑇 𝑦1
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑛 𝑇
= −𝑛̇ 𝑇
𝑑𝑡
𝑦1 = 𝐾1 𝑥1
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 1 − 𝐾1 𝑥1 − 𝐾2 𝑥2
𝑑𝑇
= 𝐾𝑐 (𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)
𝑑𝑥1

ChE Course
Process Control

Problem Name
Dynamics and Control of a Stirred Tank
Heater (POLYMATH Text 13.6)
C&S13-6x.pol

Numerical Method Illustrated
Solution of ODE’s, generation of step
functions, simulation of a proportional
integral controller.

Chemical
Engineering
Principles (ChE
Intro Class)
Thermodynamics

Steady-state Material Balances on a
Separation Train (POLYMATH Text 2.4)

Solution of simultaneous linear equations

Molar Volume and Compressibility factor
from Van Der Waals Equation (POLYMATH
Text 2.1)

Solution of nonlinear algebraic equation

Equations
𝑑𝑇 𝑊𝐶𝑝 (𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇) + 𝑞
=
𝑑𝑡
𝜌𝑉𝐶𝑝
𝑑𝑇0
𝜏𝑑 𝑑𝑇 2
= [𝑇 − 𝑇0 − ( )]
𝑑𝑡
2 𝑑𝑡 𝜏𝑑
𝐾𝑐
𝑞 = 𝑞𝑠 + 𝐾𝑐 (𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑚 ) + (𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑚)
𝜏𝐼
𝑑(𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑚)
= 𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑚
𝑑𝑡
Overall component balances

𝑎
) (𝑉 − 𝑏) = 𝑅𝑇
𝑉2
27 𝑅 2 𝑇𝑐2
𝑎=
(
)
64 𝑃𝑐
𝑅𝑇𝑐
𝑏=
8𝑃𝑐

(𝑃 +

Introduction to POLYMATH based on Polymath and Excel Tutorial for Process Fluid
Transport
POLYMATH tutorial Objectives: A student will be able to
1.

Enter and solve 3 differential equations for a batch chemical reactor problem .

2.

Use the built-in dialog box buttons to enter a differential equation and its initial
condition. This form is useful since you will not forget to enter the initial condition.

3.

Prepare a word document that contains all required information for homework solution.
Students must do more than just turn in a polymath program file. They must show how
the model equations were derived, answer the questions, produce graphs and sample
calculations.

4.

How to copy POLYMATH output into an excel spreadsheet such that the produced
output has headers in the first row.

5.

use the trouble shooting DEQ Message list to determine that a variable has been defined
more than once or has not been defined

6.

Identify problems that cause a program to stop running such as a divide by zero error

7.

Use the comment feature in the polymath program (#)

8.

How to use an if - then - else statement

1

1.

Open Polymath:

2.

We suggest that you open two windows so that you can see this pdf file and the polymath
program as shown below.

Polymath Short Cut

2

3.

Start the Differential Equations Solver by selecting Program, DEQ Differential Equations
and keep the help window open
If help is needed click on Question Mark
or go to Help menu.

Figure 1: Blank screen of Differential Equation Solver
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Example of using the Differential Equation Solver in Reaction Engineering
4.

Now you will create a simple POLYMATH file: Series Reactions Example.pol. We will
enter the 3 differential Equations and supporting explicit algebraic equations similar to that
given in the POLYMATH help example. (The only difference is that concentrations are defined
as CA, CB and CC).

This example is based on a batch reactor with 2 simultaneous chemical reactions in series.
𝑘𝑘1

𝑘𝑘2

𝐴𝐴 → 𝐵𝐵 → 𝐶𝐶
A component mole balance is constructed for each chemical species. Since this is a batch
reactor, then the mole balances are differential equations. If this problem was an assigned
homework problem then the first page of the problem would be a hand written setup of the
problem on green engineering paper. This page would contain:
a)

Setup of the component species mole balances including a diagram of the process
(process flow diagram, pfd)

b)

Initial conditions

c)

Sample calculations showing that the correct units have been used and an order of
magnitude estimate of the results.

For example the mole balances for A, B and C are given by
𝑑𝑑 (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 )
= −𝑘𝑘1 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑 (𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 )
= 𝑘𝑘1 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 − 𝑘𝑘2 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑 (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 )
= 𝑘𝑘2 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

(2)

(3)

The initial conditions in the batch reactor at t=0 min are 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 = 1 kmol/L, 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 = 0 kmol/L and
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 0 kmol/L. These are known as initial values. The integration will proceed from 0 min to
t=3 min. The rate constants are 𝑘𝑘1 = 1 min−1 and 𝑘𝑘2 = 2 min−1 .
Sample calculations of all equations are required to be submitted on green engineering paper.
These calculations will help you to troubleshoot your program. Sample calculations for explicit
equations should be straight forward always showing the number and units. For differential
equations I suggest that you show an order of magnitude estimate as the sample calculation.
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For this example for the batch reactor mole balance using the initial conditions the initial change
in concentration of A with time is:
𝑑𝑑 (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 )
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
�
� = −1 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/(𝐿𝐿 min)
= −1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1 �1
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑡=0
𝐿𝐿

(4)

An estimate of the value of concentration after 1 minute would be
(NOTICE that this is not a correct integration of the differential equation. This is ONLY an
ESTIMATE and a check on the units. To check for order of magnitude changes an assumption is
made that the rate is constant.)
�

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 =1 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝐿𝐿

1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑑𝑑 (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 ) ~ �

−1 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/(𝐿𝐿 min)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 − 1𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝐿𝐿 = −1 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝐿𝐿

(5)

𝑡𝑡=0𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

The above result gives the final value of the concentration of A to be zero. In other words if the
reaction rate was at 1 kmol/(L min) for 1 minute, then there would be no reactant A left. It is
then up to the student doing the problem to evaluate if this reaction rate is what was specified or
should the rate be 10 times lower. The above equations do not need to be typed, and can be
written by hand and then scanned in B&W using your phone with an free App such as
CamScanner. This scan will then be inserted into the word document that will be submitted on
Blackboard.
5.

Of special note is the usefulness of the wizard menu’s in entering a differential equation. This
will write the equation using the proper syntax. For example to enter the first differential
equation click on the d(x)+ button. d(CA) / d(t) = -k1*CA #Concentration of component A and
then the initial condition that concentration of A at t=0 is 1.

Click on the d(x)+ button to add a
differential equation.

Figure 2: Add a differential Equation

5

6.

Fill out the form shown below and then select done.

Figure 3: Fill out the menu screen as shown

Notice that the comment is entered with
a # sign in front of the text.

The initial condition is
converted to this line with the
t=0 symbolized within the
parenthesis.

This message box let’s you know what is
missing and other errors.

Figure 4: Result of filling out the menu for one differential equation
6

7.

Notice that an error has appeared stating that there is an
undefined variable, k1. To remove this error you can add
the explicit equation k1=1 min-1. Open up the wizard for an
explicit equation
Click on the x=+
button.

Figure 5: Explicit Equation Entry Form

7

Figure 6: Result of entering explicit equation
8.

Enter the second differential equation using the wizard. Notice that the second time that
you open this wizard the independent variable of time is already entered.

Time already entered

Figure 7: Second use of ODE wizard

8

Figure 8: Second ODE

9.

Finally enter the 3rd ODE

9

10.

The result of entering the 3 ODE’s is

second message.

11.

To remove the error marked above add the value of the second rate constant

Third message. You need to tell
the program the starting time and
the final time for the integration.

10

12.

To remove the final marked error go to the ini-finl button to enter the initial and final values for
the integration of the time variable. In this case t=0 to t=3 min.
Enter initial and final condition of t=0 and t=3 min using a set
of forms by pressing the ini-finl button.

13.

Now the program can be run since the purple arrow appears, but I recommend that you use the
Arrange equation feature to order your equations. This will be easier for your professor to
troubleshoot and/or grade when put in this order.

11

ODE’s are at the top

Explicit Equations
Initial conditions: VariableName(0)
Final condition for independent variable VariableName(f)

Figure 9: Result of the arrangement of equations (the ordering of the initial conditions may be different
to that shown above)
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14.

Now enter a problem title by selecting Edit, Enter Problem Title…

15.

Next save the program with a file name and then run the
program by pressing on the pink arrow. The default
output is the POLYMATH Report.

Run program

Figure 10: Default output from POLYMATH
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16.

Polymath has a program for graphs but you can also produce a graph in excel. In this
case you should do the following
1.

Select the Table output button
Table Output
button

2.

Run the program again

3.

Select the table window

4.

Click on the upper left corner of the table (similar to excel)

Copy with Headers

Upper left Corner
Selects all

5.

Then select Edit, Copy With Headers. (This will copy the names of the variables
as well as the numbers)

6.

Paste this into an excel spreadsheet and produce a graph with all titles given and
labels.

For homework assignments with POLYMATH I have students paste a pdf of the handwritten
derivation of equations, the POLYMATH Report and the graph into a word document.
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POLYMATH Report

Series Reactions
26-May-2017

Ordinary Differential Equations

Calculated values of DEQ variables
Variable Initial value Minimal value Maximal value Final value
1 CA

1.

0.0497871

1.

0.0497871

2 CB

0

0

0.2499865

0.0473083

3 CC

0

0

0.9029046

0.9029046

4 k1

1.

1.

1.

1.

5 k2

2.

2.

2.

2.

6 t

0

0

3.

3.

Differential equations
1 d(CC)/d(t) = k2*CB
Concentration of component C

2 d(CB)/d(t) = k1*CA-k2*CB
concentration of component B

3 d(CA)/d(t) = -k1*CA
Concentration of component A

Explicit equations
1 k2 = 2

This is what the electronic part of
your homework should look like! But
remember to also submit the hand
derivation of the equations used in
the POLYMATH model and answer
any questions that were asked. For
example the concentration of A, B,
and C at t=3 s.

units of min^-1

2 k1 = 1
Units of min^-1

General
Total number of equations

5

Number of differential equations 3
Number of explicit equations

2

Elapsed time

0.000 sec

Solution method

RKF_45

Step size guess. h

0.000001

Truncation error tolerance. eps 0.000001

Data file: h:\documents\cache\aseeworkshop\series reactions example.pol
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Concentration (mol/m3)

CC
CB
CA

Time (minutes)

Figure 11: Concentration Profiles of a Series Reaction
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Troubleshooting Example
As you can see POLYMATH is a very easy program to use. In the previous batch reactor example you
probably produced a POLYMATH Report in less than 5 minutes (or if you did it a second time it would be
even shorter). Some of the problems that you solve will be more complex than this and it is useful to
see how to avoid errors in placing your model equations into polymath. Of course one of the biggest
errors that students make is that they don’t write out the equations. In addition they don’t place
numbers with units in them to make sure that all the units are consistent. This is probably the biggest
error done by students. Numbers and units!!! Unfortunately POLYMATH can not help the student with
errors in units other than putting the units in comment fields. What follows is the errors that
POLYMATH can identify.

17.

Common errors by students in using Polymath software:
1.

What the user thinks are the same variables, but the computer uses them as different
variables. This happens when you incorrectly spell a variable name or you do not match
upper or lower cases. (e.g. 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ≠ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)

2.

Defining a variable more than once. Once a variable is on the left hand side of the equals
sign then it is considered defined by the program.

3.

Dividing by zero

4.

Using too many parenthesis. POLYMATH uses the standard order of operators which is
exponent, multiplication/division, addition/subtraction: ^, (* or /), (+ or -) which is
invoked working from left to right in an expression.

Cut and paste the following program in the POLYMATH ODE Solver or load the program
troubleshooting errors example.pol. Examine each of these errors and then correct them as directed in the
error explanation below:
d(vtheta) / d(r) = vtheta/r-tau/mu
d(gamma) / d(r) = 0
tau = Gamma/r^2
tau=2
vtheta =omega*R1
r1=0.1
r(0) =0.1
r(f) = 0.12
vtheta(0) =0
gamma(0) =-6.5455E-06
error = (0.012-vtheta)/.012*100
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18.

To see the errors in your program look in the message area or alternatively to see a full
list: Select Problem from the Polymath menu and then Show Variables… to see the
following errors in this program. Alternatively you could just press on the information
button

Message Area
To see more than one
message go to Problem,
Show Variables or click or
select the

button

Figure 12: Original Code

Figure 13: Request to show all of the errors by selecting Problem and then Show Variables
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Figure 14: Original listing of variables and errors

Explanation of Errors in Message:
Differential variables (2); vtheta, gamma There are three ordinary differential equations, but one
of the equations has a syntax error and is not recognized. See below.
Explicit variables (5); tau, tau, vtheta, r1, error There are 5 explicit (variable = ) equations.
Notice that it has tau twice which means that it was defined more than once as an explicit
equation. This is an error that is also mentioned in the “Multiple (This is a spelling error!)
defined variables”
Independent variable = r The ODE’s are with respect to only one variable and that variable is r.
This is OK

19

19.

Now for the RED X’s X Error in Line #2, Syntax Error. Please enter a valid
implicit/explicit equation or boundary condition. d(omega*R1) / d(r) = vtheta/r-tau/mu The
error in this equation is the use of an operator on the left hand side which is not allowed.
If this equation was required you would need to define a new variable: junk=omega*R1.
The correct form is using the line #1 ODE so to correct this error we will delete line 2.

There should not be a multiplication operator between omega
and R1. If this equation was required you would need to
define a new variable: junk=omega*R1.
But for this example we will just Delete line #2

Figure 15: Error in line #2
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Figure 16: Resulting code after deleting line #2 from above. To see this code you need to click on
another line and the message box will update to the next error.
20.

X Undefined variables : mu, Gamma, omega, R1 The variable mu is used in line 1, but
not defined. You need to add an explicit equation mu=0.001. The reason that Gamma
is undefined is that it never appears on the left hand side of the equal sign, but the
variable gamma does! To correct this error change the case of the g in Gamma. The
remaining undefined variables we will correct in the next error.

Change the case of G to g. Variables names are case sensitive
Add mu=0.001 to define the variable mu

21

Figure 17: Result after adding definition of mu and change case of G to g
21.

X Variables defined more than once: vtheta, tau There are two equations that have tau =
on lines 3 and 4. The variable vtheta has been defined twice; once in line #1 as an
ordinary differential equation and the second time in line #5 shown below. Equation 5
(vtheta =omega*R1) must be deleted in this problem. A variable is defined by having it on
the left hand side of the equal sign. Additionally there can only be one variable on the
left hand side of an equal sign.
Also on line #4 you should delete the equation (tau = 2) since it is already defined in the
equation above it (#3).

Delete the line with tau=2
since tau is defined in line #3
with the equation
tau=gamma/r^2
Delete vtheta=omega*R1 since vtheta is
defined in line #1 using an ODE

Figure 18: tau and vtheta corrections
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22.

Now the program is ready to run:

The purple arrow appears and
the program is ready to run!

Figure 19: Program is ready to run

23.

The following errors from the original code were fixed by following the
steps above:

X Multiply (sp Multiple) defined variables : There are 2 variables (tau and vtheta) defined more
than once that are involved in multiplication (This seems to be a strange error code). You
already deleted the equation on line 4 (tau = 2) since you can only define it once.
X Warning: 2 Duplicate explicit variable/s exist/s. Again these are vtheta, tau.
X Warning: 4 Undefined variable/s exist. This is also giving the number of variables undefined
as 4.
X Warning: 2 Multiply defined variable/s exist. Again a repeat of the above.
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Line 2 you deleted this equation
d(omega*R1) / d(r) = vtheta/r-tau/mu since it contained an
operator on the right hand side

Line 5 you deleted this line tau = 2 since tau was
defined in the line above

Line 6 you deleted this equation vtheta =omega*R1 since it
is defined in the first line which conatins an ODE

Problem Title entered from
Edit, Enter Problem Title
File name
Figure 20: Original program will errors

24.

One last step is to have POLYMATH automatically order your equations. This is
optional but very useful for the professor to grade your homework. Go to the menu and
select Problem and then Arrange equations.

Figure 21: Arrange Equations
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25.

The result after arranging equations will put the ODE’s at the top, followed by explicit
eqautions and then initial and final conditions as shown below.

ODE’s are at the top
Explicit Equations
Final condition for independent variable VariableName(f)
Initial conditions: VariableName(0)

26.

Now run your corrected program by pressing the Pink arrow
Run Program

27.

Your program should run and produce an output page like the following:
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Problem Title must have been entered from
the menu Edit, Enter Problem Title

For homework assignments you will be required to copy and paste this page into a word
document that will also contain answers to questions, graphs and sample calculations that
will be uploaded to Blackboard.
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POLYMATH Report

Fluid contained between two co-axial cylinders with outer cylinder rotating
21-Jun-2017

Ordinary Differential Equations

Calculated values of DEQ variables
Variable Initial value Minimal value Maximal value Final value
1 error

100.

-0.0006944

100.

-0.0006944

2 gamma

-6.546E-06

-6.546E-06

-6.546E-06

-6.546E-06

3 mu

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

4 r

0.1

0.1

0.12

0.12

5 r1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

6 tau

-0.0006546

-0.0006546

-0.0004545

-0.0004545

7 vtheta

0

0

0.0120001

0.0120001

Differential equations
1 d(vtheta)/d(r) = vtheta/r-tau/mu
2 d(gamma)/d(r) = 0
Explicit equations
1 tau = gamma/r^2
2 mu = 0.001
3 r1 = 0.1
4 error = (0.012-vtheta)/.012*100
General
Total number of equations

6

Number of differential equations 2
Number of explicit equations

4

Elapsed time

0.000 sec

Solution method

RKF_45

Step size guess. h

0.000001

Truncation error tolerance. eps 0.000001

Data file: z:\home\documents\cache\aseeworkshop\troubleshooting errors example.pol
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Remember to always enter a problem title by selecting Edit, Enter Problem Title…

Figure 22: Always enter a problem title so that the professor will know what problem you solved.

28.

Rename and Save this program for submission on blackboard. The new filename should
have your last name as part of the title.

29.

Other types of errors cause a program to stop running. This error starts after you press
the Pink arrow to start solving the problem below and the solution stops with an error
message window titled Polymath Guide. Below is a different example to show this error.
Again copy and paste the below code into an ODE solver (or load the program
divideByZeroCode.pol) and then run the code
d(tau_r)/d(r)= delP/L*r
d(vx)/d(r)=-(tau/K)^(1/n)
K=1e-6
delP=100
L=10
tau=tau_r/r
#tau=if(r>0) then (tau_r/r) else(0)
n=2
R=0.009295
r(0)=0
tau_r(0)=0
vx(0)=1.3358812
r(f)=0.009295
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Figure 23: Divide by zero example after pressing the pink arrow

In line 6, the value of r at the beginning of the integration is zero (r(0)=0) so the program tries to
divide by zero in the expression in line 6 (tau = tau_r/r). This causes the program to stop and this
error code appears. To correct this error, the program needs an If, Then Else statement which
has been commented out using a pound sign. This is shown in line #7: #tau = if (r >0) then
(tau_r/r) else (0). The pound sign # is used as a comment marker. Delete the line: tau=tau_r/r and
then remove the # that is used as a comment marker. Anything after the comment marker is
ignored by the solver. Now the program will run.
30.

Save this program for submission on blackboard. Again the filename should have your
last name in it.

Additional tips for troubleshooting are found in the help menu for ODE’s which can be found by
clicking on the yellow question mark or pressing the F1 key.
Click on the
question mark
here for help
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Now scroll down or click the Collapse All to go to the section marked trouble shooting as shown
below. Of particular interest will be what happens if Integration progresses very slowly and you
need to use a stiff algorithm:
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Application of Numerical Problem
Solving in Chemical Engineering
Coursework
Presenters: Robert P. Hesketh, Rowan
University; Michael B. Cutlip,
University of Connecticut

Polymath Software problem-solving
capabilities include
• Differential Equations - up to 300 simultaneous
ordinary differential and 300 additional explicit
algebraic equations
• Nonlinear Equations - up to 300 simultaneous
nonlinear and 300 additional explicit algebraic
equations
• Data analysis and Regression - up to 200 variables with
up to 1000 data points for each, with capabilities for
linear, multiple linear, and nonlinear regressions with
extensive statistics plus polynomial and spline fitting
with interpolation and graphing capabilities
• Linear Equations - up to 264 simultaneous equations

Integration of POLYMATH
with Fogler’s chemical reaction engineering textbook
𝐴→𝐵+𝐶
B

A

B

B

B

A,B,C

A, B, C

B

B

B

B

Example 6-2 Membrane Reactor

Integration already
accomplished! No
extra work required.

How do you integrate POLYMATH into
your course?
Start with examples from POLYMATH Text
• Thermodynamics,
• Fluid Mechanics,
• Heat Transfer,
• Mass Transfer,
• Chemical Reaction Engineering,
• Phase Equilibria and Distillation,
• Process Dynamics and Control,
• Biochemical Engineering

Polymath Text: Fluids Course

21 Problems in fluids

Example Schedule of Topics for
ChE Fluids (2 credit hour)

Polymath: Nonlinear Equation
Solver (NLE)
Polymath: Differential
Equation Solver (DEQ) &
COMSOL

Adv. ChE Fluids (2 cr)

Typical Fluids Problems
ChE Course
Fluids

Advanced
Fluids

Problem Name
Calculations involving Friction Factors
for Flow in Pipes (POLYMATH Text 8.7)
and pipeflow homework
frictionfactorcalcsoln.pdf
Excel Tutorial Solver Add-Ins rev4.pdf
Unsteady-state tank drainage using a
siphon tube (similar to POLYMATH text
8.14)
C&S8-14soln.pdf
NonNewtonian fluid flow through a
pipe (POLYMATH Text 8.2c)
NonNewtonian C&S 8.2 solutions &
comsol.pdf
NonNewtonian fluid flow through an
annulus (POLYMATH Text 8.4)
NonNewtonian C&S8.4
polymath&comsol & 3.8-8 solutions
2017.pdf

Numerical Method Illustrated
Solution of a system of simultaneous nonlinear
algebraic equations (NLE)

Equations
∆𝑃
𝜌𝑣 2
= 2𝑓𝐹
∆𝐿
𝐷
𝑓𝐹 = 𝑓 𝜀 𝐷 , 𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑣𝐷 𝜇

Solution of an first order ordinary differential equation
(DEQ)

𝑑ℎ 𝑇
𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑓 ℎ 𝑇

Solution of 2 simultaneous first order ordinary
differential equations with split boundary value
conditions and comparison with solution using
COMSOL which is an advanced finite element program

𝑑 𝑟𝜏𝑟𝑥
𝑑𝑃
=−
𝑟
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑥

𝜏𝑟𝑥 = −𝐾

𝑑𝜐𝑥
𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝜐𝑥
𝑑𝑟

(𝑛−1)

POLYMATH in a classroom
• Students need to understand the models that
they use.
• Have students derive the model equations
• Then enter them into POLYMATH
POLYMATH is not a “canned” program in which
the equations are hidden such as in COMSOL
and ASPEN
The next slides give an example of using
POLYMATH with a problem in Fluids

Newtonian Fluid Flow Between Parallel
Plates Example
y

x

y

z
1 cm

• Figures showing flow
• Graphs with expected
behavior
• Control Volume – shell
balance
• Derivation
• Simplifications: steady0
state etc.

m
50 c
100 cm

y

0

Analytical Solution
• Newtonian Fluid

• Boundary Conditions
➢𝑦 = 0
𝑣𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥
➢𝑦 = 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑥 = 0

𝜏𝑦𝑥 = 0
𝜏𝑦𝑥 = max

• Integrate Twice: Analytical Solution
➢𝑣𝑥 =

𝑑𝑃 𝛿 2
− 𝑑𝑥 2𝜇

1−

𝑦 2
𝛿

y

z
1 cm

Numerical Solution

x

m
50 c
100 cm

• Newtonian Fluid

• Two coupled ODE’s and
Split Boundary Condition
• Then manipulate two
ODE’s so they can be
solved using the
POLYMATH Differential
Equation Solver (DEQ)

𝑣ቚ

𝑦=0

𝜏𝑦𝑥 ቚ

𝑣ቚ

𝑦=𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝜏𝑦𝑥 ቚ

𝑦=𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

= 𝑏𝑖𝑔

𝑦=0

=0

=0
= 𝑏𝑖𝑔

y

x
z
1 cm

Required manipulation to solve 2
ODE’s with split Boundary conditions

m
50 c
100 cm

𝜏𝑦𝑥
𝜕𝑣𝑥
=
𝜕𝑦
−𝜇
𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑥
𝑑𝑃
=−
𝜕𝑦
𝑑𝑥

𝑦=0
𝑣𝑥 = max
𝑦 = 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑥 = 0

𝜏𝑦𝑥 = 0
𝜏𝑦𝑥 = max

Integration starts at y=0 and both
initial conditions must be known!
Solution is to guess 𝑣𝑥 at 𝑦 = 0 until
at 𝑦 =wall 𝑣𝑥 =0

0.14

0.12

Fluid Velocity (m/s)

Solution

0.1

0.08
vx

0.06

vAnal

0.04

0.02

0
0

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

0.006

Spacing Between plates (m)

Trials using interpolation
after 3rd guess
v at center v at wall
0.1
-0.025
0.5
0.375
0.1250 3.88E-16

Students are Confused
• Question
Why do I have to do trial & error for the initial velocity? Why not
just plug-in the maximum velocity from the analytical solution?
• Answer
Your goal is always to compare a numerical solution to a simple
analytical problem solution. This shows that the numerical solution
method is correct.
• Then give students a more complex problem with one of the plates
heated resulting in a temperature profile in the liquid. Now they
must do the trial and error procedure.
Temperature Profile in liquid:
𝐾
𝑇 = 5000 𝑦 + 293.15𝐾
𝑚
196.99kg
0.033
𝜇=
ex p −
T
𝑚𝑠
𝐾

Heated Plates

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14

Fluid Velocity (m/s)

Trials using interpolation after
3rd guess
v at center v at wall
0.125
-0.05306
0.12
-0.05806
0.180
0.001939
0.17806
3.95E-05

0.12
0.1

Solution

0.08

OldAnalytical with T

0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006
Spacing Between plates (m)

What about models that are
formulated as integrals?
• Previous state of the art numerical methods
where based on evaluating integrals
– Trapezoidal rule
– Simpson’s Rule

• Many textbooks present models only as
integrals

Packed Towers: Gas Absorption
Traditional Approach using integrals

Derive model using Plug Flow Assumption:
Create Differential Equations

𝑘𝑦′ 𝑎𝑆
𝑑 𝑉𝑦𝐴𝐺
=−
𝑦 − 𝑦𝐴𝑖
𝑑𝑧
1 − 𝑦𝐴 𝑖𝑀 𝐴𝐺
𝑑 𝐿𝑥𝐴𝐺
𝑘𝑥′ 𝑎𝑆
=−
𝑥 − 𝑥𝐴𝐿
𝑑𝑧
1 − 𝑥𝐴 𝑖𝑀 𝐴𝑖

Polymath Absorber Model

Introduction to Problem Solving with
PolyMath, Excel and MATLAB
Robert Hesketh, Professor
Chemical Engineering
Rowan University
Glassboro, NJ 08028
hesketh@rowan.edu

Michael B. Cutllip, Emeritus Professor
Dept. of Chemical & Biomolecular
Engineering
University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT 06269-3222
michael.cutlip@uconn.edu

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING THIS PDF FILE
Users of this PDF file are recommended to utilize the latest version of Abobe
Acrobat Reader DC. This the latest free Reader software that has enabled us
to utilize many attachments. It also allows us to place icons in the text that
will bring up and allow the reader to double click on an icon in the text to
execute PolyMath and other software with the appropriate problem files.
Please go to the the link below to upload and install the latest Acrobat Reader
software. Also please install the latest PolyMath EDU Site 6.2 free software
distributed with these ASEE Chemical Engineering Summer School materials.
https://get.adobe.com/reader/?promoid=8JD95JPQ&mv=other

Engineer’s Tools - THEN in early 1960’s
Calculation

Properties
Documentation

Graphical Solution

NOW! Increasing Problem Solving
Efficiency and Capabilities with a Novel
Combination of Software Tools
• POLYMATH© (easy problem formulation)
• Excel™ (familiar spreadsheet
environment)
• MATLAB™ (advanced problem solving)
Students and Faculty at their personal
computers or in computer labs can now
effectively solve problems using all the above
packages.

Desktop Problem Solving Involving
Polymath, Excel, and MATLAB
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution
MATLAB
MATLAB
Solution

POLYMATH Educational 6.2
Numerical Computation Package
• Extremely Easy-to-Use
• Excellent Problem Solving Capabilities
–
–
–
–

Linear Equations – 100 (264) Professional Version
Nonlinear Equations – 30 (300)
Differential Equations – 30 (300)
Regressions (Linear, Polynomial, Multiple Linear,
Nonlinear) - 301 data points (1001)
• Automated Export of Problems to Working Excel
Spreadsheets Enabling Stand-Alone Excel
Calculations (Provides Add-In for Excel that
Solves ODEs.
• Enables the Use MATLAB by Automatically
Translating Problems to Code for Use in M-files.

POLYMATH 6.2 features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

EASE OF USE WITHOUT ANY PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
OR CONTROL LANGUAGES TO REMEMBER
STANDARD WINDOWS EDITING
EXTENSIVE USER ALGORITHM SELECTION AND CONTROL
EXECUTION WITH ALL 32-BIT AND 64-BIY WINDOWS
OPERATING SYSTEMS INCLUDING WIN 8
COMPATIBILITY WITH PREVIOUS VERSIONS
THREE ON-BOARD UTILITIES: POWERFUL CALCULATOR,
UNIT CONVERTER, AND EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING
CONVERSION FACTORS
EXTENSIVE ON-LINE DOCUMENTATION
AUTOMATIC PROBLEM EXPORT TO EXCEL – EXCEL ADD-IN
FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
MATLAB OUTPUT GIVING ORDERED AND FORMATTED
EQUATIONS

Initial Polymath Software Display with Help that
Gives Detailed Information on the Software

Polymath Software has Four Main Programs

Polymath Software also has Three Utilities:
•

Calculator

•

Units Converter

•

Scientific Constants

Polymath Software has Extensive HELP

Open Polymath on your computer and look at the HELP to learn more about the program.
You can open Polymath HELP by clicking on the ? found at the top Polymath program
menu. Alternately you can open a window containing HELP by double clicking on
or by
going to the Attachments list (click on the arrow icon on the left margin) and then by
clicking on the paper clip and then double clicking on Polymath.pol followed by clicking ?.

Introductory Problems
1. Linear Equations – Material Balances for
Distillation Columns – Polymath
2. Explicit Calculations – Equation of State –
Polymath and Excel
3. Nonlinear Equations – Pressure Drop for Pipe
Flow – Polymath and Excel
4. Differential Equations – Series Reactions in a
Batch Reactor - Polymath, Excel, and MATLAB
5. Regression – Hardening of Concrete
(Multiple Linear Regression) - Polymath,
Excel
6. Regressions – Vapor Pressure Data
(Linear and Nonlinear) - Polymath, Excel

Problem 1 - Material Balances for Distillation Columns
Determine the Flow Rates B1, D1, B2, and D2

Linear Equations - Material Balance Problem
Determine the Flow Rates B1, D1, B2, and D2
Select a part of
the flow sheet for
making balances
as show in red.

Linear Equations - Material Balance Problem to
Determine the Flow Rates B1, D1, B2, and D2

Make Balances on
Each Species:
Xylene
Styrene
Toluene
Benzene

Linear Equations - Material Balance Problem to
Determine the Flow Rates B1, D1, B2, and D2

Demonstration of the Actual Polymath Program
You can go to POLYMATH with the
program ready for solution with a
Double click on file name from
attachments list. You may need to
first click on the right arrow on left
margin and then the paper clip.
POLYMATH – This file attachment
name is LinearEquations01.pol

OR

You can Double Click on the
Link icon below to bring up
the Polymath program with
the problem already entered.

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Calculate P when the
other variables and
parameters of the van
der Waals equation of
state are known.
Hint: Use POLYMATH
Nonlinear Equations
Option (even when all
equations are explicit).

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Polymath Solution Demonstration

Enter the
equations into
Polymath.
Note that the
equations can be
entered in any
order. Polymath
orders equations
before solution.
Use templates or
full screen editor.

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Polymath Solution Exercise

Use
Polymath to
enter and
solve
equations
PolymathNonlinear.pol

Execute this problem
solution with
OR Polymath and verify
the given Polymath
Report solution.
NonlinearEquations01.pol

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Polymath Solution then Export to Excel for Solution
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Polymath Solution then Export to Excel for Solution
Exercise
Export the
POLYMATH
problem to EXCEL
by clicking the
EXCEL icon in the
Polymath Program.

Hint – Be sure to have an open Excel
Spreadsheet running on your computer before
exporting problem. Open Excel manually or
click on attachment Excel.xls.

Problem 2 - Explicit Calculations for an Equation of State

Polymath Solution then Export to Excel for Solution
Exercise

Compare your EXCEL results
to the POLYMATH results.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Polymath Solution for Two Nonlinear Equations
– Simultaneous Solution with If… Then… Else…
Statement
The second
Friction Factor Equation
fF = 16 / Re if Re < 2100

nonlinear equation
uses the If… Then...
Else Statement

= 1 / (4 * log(Re * sqrt(fF)) - 0.4) ^ 2 if Re >=
2100
becomes in Polymath
f(fF) = If (Re < 2100) Then (fF - 16 / Re)
Else (fF - 1 / (4 * log(Re * sqrt(fF)) - 0.4) ^ 2)

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Polymath Solution for Two Nonlinear Equations
– Simultaneous Solution with If… Then… Else…
Statement
Pressure Drop Equation
dp = 2 * fF * rho * v * v * L / D
becomes in Polymath

The nonlinear
equation is
rearranged to
equal zero.

f(D) = dp - 2 * fF * rho * v * v * L / D

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Polymath Solution for Two Nonlinear Equations
– Simultaneous Solution with If… Then… Else…
Statement
Solution will be
made in Polymath
and Excel
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement

This is an example
of two nonlinear
equations plus
nine explicit
equations.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement

The nonlinear
equations for
pressure drop and
for Fanning
friction factor will
be solved to be
zero.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement
There is a templates for
entering an explict equation.

There is a template for entering
a nonlinear equation.

Program statements can be
entered in any order as Polymath
orders them before solution.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement
The solution is possible when
the arrow turns to a red color
and is clicked with the mouse.

Here is a partial Polymath
solution of this problem

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Excel Solution for Two Nonlinear Equations –
Simultaneous Solution with If… Then… Else… Logic
Polymath Software has the option of automatically
sending a problem to Excel by clicking on the Excel
icon where the problem is ready to be solved. For
Nonlinear Equations, you will use the Solver Add-In
to obtain Excel solution. Excel must be open on your
computer.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
From
Polymath
To
Excel

One Key Press on
the Excel icon
automatically
creates problem in
Excel.

Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement
Use
Excel Add-In
Solver
For Solution

Excel
Solution
Note - The Solver display, options, and results vary with the Excel version being used.

Problem 3 - Pressure Drop Calculation for Pipe Flow
Two Nonlinear Equations – Simultaneous
Solution with If… Then… Else… Statement
Refer to the previously presented Polymath Solution and the
Export and Solution of Same Problem in Excel to solve this
problem with Polymath and Excel.

First Let’s Open an
Excel Worksheet
Please open Excel and have Solver Add-In available. This file is Excel.xls

Let’s Solve Polymath Problem,
Export to Excel, and Solve in Excel
POLYMATH – This file is NonLinearEquations02.pol
Excel – Ready for Solution file is NonLinearEquations02.xls

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Consider a Batch
Reactor that
initially has only
reactant A

k1

k2

A→B→C

∞
POLYMATH – This file is DifferentialEquations01.pol

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution

Let’s Enter and Solve this
Problem in POLYMATH
POLYMATH – The solution file is DifferentialEquation1.pol. Please
check for the Graph and the Report to be given during the solution.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
There is a template for entering
an explicit equation.

There is a template for entering
a differential equation.

Program statements can be
entered in any order as Polymath
orders them before solution.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The solution is possible when
the arrow turns to a red color
and is clicked with the mouse.

Here is a partial Polymath
Report for this problem.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Here is a partial Polymath
Graph for this problem.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Let’s Open Excel and Export Problem to Excel by pressing the
Excel icon. Polymath ODE_Solver should be available on Add-Ins
sheet at top left and press to bring up Polymath ODE control box.

POLYMATH – The solution file is DifferentialEquation01.pol. Open Excel before export from
Polymath or open DifferentialEquation01.xls for solution.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Setup solution in Polymath and export to Excel. Solve with
ODE_Solver AddIn in Excel and compare with Polymath solution.

The problem variables
names can be added to
the results that is
similar to the Polymath
report.
The problem variables
can be added to the
Intermediate data points
and plotted using Excel
graphics.
Solution is on DifferentialEquations01.xls on sheet DEQ Solution (1).

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
Mathematical
Model
Polymath 6.2
Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution
MATLAB

Let’s Look at
the MATLAB
Solution

MATLAB
Solution

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
MATLAB problem solution is obtained by first requesting MATLAB
output in the Polymath Setting window found with the Settings Icon.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
This option for MATLAB formatted output results in the MATLAB code to
be generated automatically at the end of the POLYMATH report.
Matlab formatted problem
tspan = [0 4.]; % Range for the independent variable
y0 = [1.; 0; 0]; % Initial values for the dependent
variables
function dYfuncvecdt = ODEfun(t,Yfuncvec);
CA = Yfuncvec(1);
CB = Yfuncvec(2);
CC = Yfuncvec(3);
k1 = 2;
k2 = 3;
dCAdt = 0 - (k1 * CA);
dCBdt = k1 * CA - (k2 * CB);
dCCdt = k2 * CB;
dYfuncvecdt = [dCAdt; dCBdt; dCCdt];

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The MATLAB formatted output is copied and pasted into the MATLAB
template that is provided within the Polymath HELP materials.

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
MATLAB
code is
entered into
template

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The MATLAB m-file thus created provides graphical output for all
differential variables.

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The MATLAB m-file thus created provides graphical output for all
differential variables.

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The MATLAB m-file thus created provides graphical output for all
differential variables.

Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
The MATLAB m-file thus created also provides tabular output within the
MATLAB editor.

Problem 4 – Batch Reactor Kinetics
Differential Equations – Simultaneous ODEs
This optional demonstration requires the
use of MATLAB program on your PC.
Let’s Go to the POLYMATH
Problem, Solve the Problem,
and Generate MATLAB Code!
POLYMATH – This file is DifferentialEquation01.pol

Let’s Open MATLAB with Template
for Multiple Differential Equations,
Insert Generated Code, and Solve in
MATLAB
Template File is MultipleDEQtemplate.m

Solution File is MATLAB01.m

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear
Consider laboratory data for the hardening of cement with four
components.

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear

Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution

Polymath

Algorithm

Solution

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear
Use Multiple Linear Regression to correlate the hardening of
cement with four components.
This Polymath option will fit a linear function of the form:
y(x1, x2, ..., xn) = a0 + a1*x1 + a2*x2 + ... + an*xn
where a0, a1, ..., an are regression parameters, to a set of N
tabulated values of x1, x2, ..., xn (independent variables)
versus y (dependent variable). Note that the number of
data points must be greater than n+1 (thus N >= n+1). The
program calculates the coefficients a0, a1, ..., an by
minimizing the sum of squares of the deviations between
the calculated and the data for y.

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear
Live Demonstration of the Polymath Solution

Let’s Go to POLYMATH and Generate
the Problem Solution
POLYMATH – This file is Regression01.pol

Use the Regression Program to
carry out a Multiple Linear
Regression using the variables
indicated where the holding
down the Ctrl key allows all
independent variables to be
selected. This case yields the
lowest variance.

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear
POLYMATH Multiple
Linear Problem
Report (through the
origin)

Problem 5 - Regression of Hardening of Concrete
Regression – Multiple Linear
Live Demonstration of the Polymath Solution
and Solution of Same Problem in Excel
Let’s Open Excel and Export
Polymath Problem to Excel.
Excel – The Solution file is Regression01.xls

The Excel result compares very
nicely to the Polymath result.

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure Data

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure Data
Regressions – Linear and Nonlinear
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure Data
POLYMATH Clapeyron Equation Linear Regression EXERCISE
Utilize the Polymath
Regression Program
to input the data to
the Data Table.
Create a new column
for a variable logP
that is the log of the
pressure.
logP = log(P)
Then create another
column for a variable
invT that is the
inverse of the
temperature in oC.
lnvT = 1/T

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
Utilize the Polymath
Regression Program
to make a Linear
Regression of logP
versus invTK to yield
the parameters D
and E of the
Clapeyron equation.

Results

E = a0 = 3.658
D = a1 = -73.61
Use the Polymath
Problem Data File
OR
Use the Polymath
Solution File
Polymath Data File is RegressionData02.pol

Polymath Solution File is Regression02.pol

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
The Graph Option
from the Polymath
Regression Program
indicates a
reasonable
representation of the
data.
However, the
Residuals Plot
Option shows a trend
in the errors.

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
Utilize the Export to EXCEL Option from the Polymath Regression
Program to make a Linear Regression of logP versus invTK. The
results, shown below, are essentially the same as those obtained
with Polymath.

You may need the EXCEL
Problem Solution File
File is Regression02.xls

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
Utilize the Polymath
Regression Program
to make a Nonlinear
Regression of the
Antoine Equation.
Use the initial
guesses as shown.
Plot the Graph and
the Residual for this
regression.
You may use the Polymath
Problem Data File
File is RegressionData02.pol
OR
You may use the
Polymath Solution File
File is Regression03.pol

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
The Graph Option
from the Polymath
Nonlinear Regression
Program indicates a
reasonable
representation of the
data.
The Residuals Plot
Option shows a more
random distribution of
the errors.
These graphs plus the
lower variance for the
Antoine equation
indicate that the data
are well represented.

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
Utilize the Export to EXCEL Option from the Polymath Regression
Program to make a Nonlinear Regression of logP versus invTK. The
results, shown below, are essentially the same as those obtained with
Polymath. Note that the EXCEL Add-In Solver must be used to
complete the Nonlinear Regression.

Problem 6 – Regressions - Vapor Pressure
Data POLYMATH/Excel Solution EXERCISE
The EXCEL Nonlinear Regression results, obtained with Solver that is
available from the Data tab, are shown below in spreadsheet and magnified
view. Results are essentially the same as those obtained with Polymath.

You may use the Excel solution
spreadsheet generated by Polymath .
File is Regression03.xls

SUMMARY - Desktop Problem Solving Involving
Polymath, Excel, and MATLAB
Mathematical
Model

Excel
Solution

Polymath 6.2

Excel

Solution
Algorithm

Polymath
Solution
MATLAB
MATLAB
Solution

Happy
Problem
Solving!

Advanced Topics

2nd Order ODE or 2 coupled ODE’s with
Split Boundary Conditions
• NonNewtonian fluid flow
through a pipe (POLYMATH Text
8.2c)
•

𝑑 𝑟𝜏𝑟𝑥
𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝑃

= − 𝑑𝑥 𝑟

• 𝜏𝑟𝑥 = −𝐾

𝑑𝜐𝑥
𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝜐𝑥
𝑑𝑟

(𝑛−1)

• Boundary Conditions:
𝑟 = 0 𝑣𝑥 = max 𝜏𝑟𝑥 = 0
𝑟 = 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑥 = 0 𝜏𝑟𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

Annular Flow C&S 8.4

Now you have to
use an if then
else statement

Procedure

Unsteady-state
cooling of a sphere
(POLYMATH Text
9.13)

Transform
PDE’s using
Method of
Lines
• Divide into 10 segments (11 lines)
•

𝜕𝑇𝑛
𝜕𝑡

=

1
4𝜋𝑟 2 𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝑑𝑞

𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑟

• Use 2nd-order central difference
formula for all but the boundary
conditions
• Use forward and backward finite
difference for boundary conditions

Differential-algebraic
system of equations
using the controlled
integration technique
•

•

𝑑𝑛1
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑛𝑇
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑛ሶ 1 = 𝑛ሶ 𝑇 𝑦1

= −𝑛ሶ 𝑇

• 𝑦1 = 𝐾1 𝑥1

• 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 1 − 𝐾1 𝑥1 − 𝐾2 𝑥2
•

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥1

= 𝐾𝑐 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

Thank you for your interest in this
workshop!

